
Submerged peoples,
Emerged peoples.

CENTRAL ASIA
A Century of Russian Rule
Edward Allworth,
Editor and Contributor

With the capture of Tashkent in
1865, Russian domination of the
vast mysterious area called "Cen-
tral Asia" began. This book tells
the story of the land and its peo-
ples, and why and how during
the last hundred years, Russian-
style civilization was superim-
posed on the traditional culture
—in language, religion, politics,
economics, education, literature,
music, architecture, and art.
Contributors: Helene Carrere
d'Encausse, Ian Murray Matley,
Karl H. Menges, Johanna Spec-
tor, Arthur Sprague.

"The collected essays go a long
way towards separating fables
from fact... Allworth's volume is
indispensable."-Li'6rary Journal.

$12.95

THE EMERGENCE
OF PAKISTAN
Chaudri Muhammad Ali
The ex-Prime-Minister of Paki-
stan writes of the tremendous up-
heaval that attended the estab-
lishment of the new sovereign
states of India and Pakistan, and
the momentous events in which
he participated. He traces the
origins of the conflict between
Hindus and Muslims which
proved insoluble by constitu-
tional means and which even
partition did not dissolve. Despite
appalling bloodshed, Pakistan
survived, and Muhammad Ali
feels that the way in which it
survived provides a lesson for
other emerging nations. $11.00
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WHO
WHAT

WHY-
MAX ASCOLI draws a lesson from the

second battle of Israel that, it
is to be hoped, should be the last one
of the war in the Middle East.

Two of our staff writers with long
experience in the Middle East

went to Israel as war flared. George
Bailey's vivid dispatch describes what
he saw in visits to all three battlefronts;
Claire Sterling deals with the mood
and political pressures in Tel Aviv. . . .
Walter Laqueur, director of the Insti-
tute of Contemporary History in Lon-
don, pieces together evidence to show
that the crucial Soviet role in the crisis
was prepared well in advance. He con-
cludes that although the Russians have
received some setbacks, they have also
made gains toward their long-term
goals in the region. . . . And from
Paris, Edmond Taylor discusses the
implications of the Moscow-directed
campaign in behalf of the Arabs and
against Israel and the United States.
It has divided left-wing and fellow-
traveling groups but has also imposed
a new hard-line phase of political war-
fare on Communist Parties that goes far
to expose the illusion of detente.

FOR some years the idea prevailed in
the administration that a balance of

power had been reached in nuclear
weapons between the United States
and the Soviet Union, and that the
arms race should be slowed to preserve
the balance. Today, Russia's avowed
intention to expand its system of anti-
intercontinental ballistic missiles has
spurred leading scientists and military
men to warn that we are already at
a disadvantage in the field and must
without delay make the difficult and
costly effort to build an AICBM system
of our own. The question divides the
defense community and, according to
Hanson W. Baldwin, the Pulitzer Prize
winning military editor of the New
York Times, the decision must be made
soon, for time is running against us.
. . . Two new names have gone onto
the ever-changing map of Black Africa
—Botswana and Lesotho, both former
British protectorates in the orbit of
South Africa. A third neighbor, Swazi-
land, is on the way to independence.
Because their relatively traditionalist

governments have begun to collabora'
on development with the land of apar
heid, they now are a focal point i
contention between the radical an
moderate African political forces. Noi
Mostert, a South-African-born frei
lance journalist who has written wide'
for magazines in North America an
England, recently toured the new n;
tions. . . . Denis Warner's latest repo
from Vietnam sounds a warning th;
the build-up of North Vietnamese rej
ular divisions facing allied troops sout
of the demilitarized zone probabl
signals the beginning of a bitter intens
fication of the conflict.

FROM time to time we have pause
to consider from varying points (

view the romance of transportation, c
what is popularly known as the impac
of the automobile on our civilizatioi
The present retrospective consider;
tion is by Margaret Creal, for whonj
as a child, all roads led not to Rome
but to her own small town of Grenfel
Saskatchewan. Mrs. Creal now lives i
the United States and is the wife of a
Episcopalian minister and educato
. . . Adele Zeidman Silver, a free-lane
writer, demonstrates the value of nc
being entirely up-to-date—at least s
far as the museum business is cor
cerned. . . . Stephen Sandy is an instruc
tor at Harvard, and is the authc
of the recently published collectior
Stresses in the Peaceable Kingdor
(Houghton Mifflin). It is available i
both hard cover and paperback. . .
Gene Baro, critic, poet, and lecture]
is the editor of After Appomattox: Th
Image of the South in its Fiction (Coi
inth). . . . Werner L. Gundersheime
teaches at the University of Pennsy]
vania, and is working on a book abou
the Italian Renaissance in Ferrara. H
has edited for Harper & Row a forth
coming volume, French Humanism
1470-1600, and has edited for Prentice
Hall The Italian Renaissance (paper
back). . . . Norman Jackson has jus
returned to his native England from ;
Fulbright year spent at the State Uni
versity of Iowa. . . . Jay Jacobs oftei
contributes to The Reporter in a doubli
capacity, as writer and as artist.

Our cover for this issue is by Bil
Berry.
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And we were glad to share them—with
hundreds of people from over 40 nations
who visited us last year to learn about
the telephone business.

They came from places like Chad, Da-
homey, Malawi, Togo and Bechuanaland;
and from France, Germany, Japan, India
and Australia.

All these people had one thing in com-
mon. They wanted the latest information
about modern telecommunications and
we gave it to them. They saw how our
fast nationwide switching system works.
Learned how scientific breakthroughs
are converted into better means of
communications. And studied the day-

to-day work of our operating companies.
We're glad to do everything we can to

help people improve their telephone
service as we keep improving our own.

We may be the only telephone com-
pany in town, but
w e fry n°t to a°t

•ndhudaM Cummin l i k e i t .
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CORRESPONDENCE
LEGISLATORS AND HELLER
To the Editor: Martin Nolan, in "Wal-
ter Heller's Federalist Papers" (The
Reporter, June 1) rightly praises Hel-
ler's plan for sharing Federal revenues
with states and localities. But Nolan
also notes correctly that the plan
offers no incentive to states to mod-
ernize either their own governments
or those of their localities. Moreover,
Heller's plan does nothing directly for
our cities.

I therefore introduced on January
10, 1967, a bill that tries both to
preserve the fiscal good sense of the
Heller Plan and to remedy its defects.
H.R. 1166 provides that:

1. At least fifty per cent of the
Federal unrestricted or "block" grants
would have to be passed on by the
states to their local governments.

2. These block grants would supple-
ment the present Federal flow of re-
stricted or "categorical" grants, which
may be spent only in specified ways
for specified purposes. In this, H.R.
1166 agrees with the Heller Plan but
differs from Republican proposals to
replace categorical aid with block
grants controlled mainly by the states.

3. Each state, in order to qualify
for unrestricted grants, would have
first to prepare a plan, to be approved
by regional governors' conferences and
by the prestigious Advisory Commis-
sion on Intergovernmental Relations,
for modernizing not only its own gov-
ernment but also the local governments
—the counties, towns, villages, and
cities—which are its creatures. This
recognizes that state constitutions and
statutes are today the main barriers
to revitalizing local government.

My plan, in short, is both to give
needed dollars to states and to en-
courage them in their duty of mod-
ernizing themselves and their localities.
Even though this plan will not cure
every ill in our Federal system to-
day, it tackles two major problems
and is thus far better than no reform
at all.

HENRY S. RUESS
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

To the Editor: As a member of the
Maryland Legislature, I was particu-
larly interested in "Walter Heller's Fed-
eralist Papers."

Maryland presents an unusual local
government situation in that in Balti-
more County, the largest and most
heavily populated county, there is not
one single incorporated town, while in
other counties there are numerous in-
corporated cities. Perhaps the Mary-
land Legislature, with members repre-
senting all types of state subdivisions
from the City of Baltimore, a separate
corporate entity accorded a "county"
definition in many of our local laws,

to small counties with incorporated
towns, can act as a pioneer in bringing
about some acceptable form of the
Heller proposals.

MELVIN A. STEINBERG
State Senate
Annapolis, Maryland

THE BURCHETT FILE
To the Editor: Denis Warner's article
"Who is Wilfred Burchett?" (The Re-
porter, June 1) is of considerable in-
terest to us because we have carried
many of Burchett's articles. I intend
to call this to the AP's attention
promptly.

NORMAN E. ISAACS
Executive Editor
The Courier-Journal

and the Times
Louisville, Kentucky

To the Editor: My sincere thanks to
The Reporter and Denis Warner for
setting the public record straight and
giving Wilfred Burchett the Commu-
nist label he deserves. As a former
civilian journalist I have been deeply
concerned that other publications have
chosen to treat Burchett as any other
objective reporter. A recent protest
of mine to the editors of Newsweek
fell on deaf ears. I hope they, the
Associated Press, and the New York
Times read Warner's article.

CAPTAIN LARRY R. LUBENOW
U.S. Army
Indianapolis, Indiana

To the Editor: In Denis Warner's
article, "Who is Wilfred Burchett?" it
is stated that "He [Burchett] also be-
gan an association with the Moscow
publication New Times, which is now
defunct." I have seen New Times,
No. 20, of May 17, 1967. It appeared
to be very much alive.

HOMER SMITH
Chicago

CZECH REALITY
To the Editor: "The Rickety Czech
'New Model'" by Claire Sterling in
The Reporter for June 1 describes
aptly the economic mess created by
the Communistic planners. May I quote
for completion of the Kafka-like scen-
ery an outstanding Moscow-trained
Czech economist, Rudolf Selucky,
presently in the doghouse of the Stal-
inist President Novotny. Professor
Selucky wrote in the March issue of
the mildly rebellious writers' monthly,
Plamen:

"The growth of nominal wages in
Czechoslovakia is perhaps the slowest
of all industrially advanced countries.
. . . The (inevitable) downward move-
ment of retail prices was considered
to be a socialist economic law; it was
based on the assumption that prices
will be lower and lower till one day
we'll find ourselves in a Communist
society, where no money will be neces-
sary. . . . Life, however, proved to
be more complex than this attractive,

though scarcely realistic theory. . . .
[General price decreases] presuppose
that we all worked well and that all
of us will now benefit by them. . . .
The reality convinced us soon, how-
ever, that not all of us worked equally
well."

A second fundamental cause of the
slow growth of wages was supposedly
the unusually high growth of industrial
employment. As the level of wages
was decided administratively (by gov-
ernmental action), the artificially cre-
ated ceiling for wages "undermined,
at a certain level, interest of people
for a more effective work." This sit-
uation, one of the major headaches of
all People's Democracies, in a highly
industrialized country represents a
major problem.

DR. J. A. BOUCEK
Carleton University
Northfield, Minnesota

JUSTICE AND THE POOR
To the Editor: Wade Greene's "Helping
The Poor Find Justice" (The Reporter,
May 18) focuses on a great new legal
frontier. We face the issue of how
much national wealth should be in-
vested in purchasing justice for the
poor. Too many Americans because of
lack of funds, information, and a short-
age of skilled and interested lawyers
must accept injustice where the well-
to-do know how and can afford to assert
rights through legal processes.

New institutions such as federally
funded offices providing legal service
for the poor, our national office for the
rights of the indigent, group legal prac-
tice funded by labor unions and other
private sources, legal-aid societies, and
combinations that have not yet been
tried will have to fill the need. As with
expanding medical care, government
funding will be needed. Since, however,
so much legal representation will have
to assert rights against government,
special care must be taken to in-
sulate new efforts from improper
pressures.

JACK GREENBERG
Director-Counsel
NAACP Legal Defense and Edu-

cational Fund, Inc.
New York

SHIPBOARD READER
To the Editor: Thank you for having
rounded out my political status! About
a year ago I made the decision to sub-
scribe to The Reporter after having
read several objective and meaningful
articles therein on Vietnam while as-
signed to the faculty of the Naval War
College in Newport, Rhode Island.
Shortly after receiving my first copy,
I was upbraided by a friend for reading
that "left-wing liberal organ!" Recent-
ly, another friend described The Re-
porter as a "right-wing reactionary rag."
I guess that puts me right where I
want to be, in the middle.

JOSEPH A. FELT
Lieutenant Commander
U.S. Navy
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VERMILION BIRD

COMFORT AND TO CHALLENGE

lomfort and
:hallenge
mma of the Contemporary Church

LES Y. GLOCK, BENJAMIN B.
IR, and EARL R. BABBIE

ational survey of Episcopalians of-
1 analysis of a current dilemma of
urch in America. "A most disturb-
iok . . . the church has two distinct
. . to care for the halt, the lame, the
the weary and heavy laden (to

rt) and also to make the church
ngful and influential in daily life
allenge). . . . Watch for this book."
:. Edward C. Hobbs, Church Divin-
>ool of the Pacific. $5.75

Community Builders
\KD EICHLER and
iHALL KAPLAN

significant study describes in detail
velopment of new towns in Ameri-
e authors emphasize California, but
e detailed discussion of Reston and
nbia, two new communities near
ngton, D.C. This book will reward
rention of public officials and schol-
urban development, planning, and
:conomics. $5.50

Cloak of Competence
a in the Lives of the
ally Retarded

RT B. EDCERTON

dy of former patients who return to
y marked by the stigma of mental
ority, a problem more critical for
than their lack of competence. Mr.
:ton allows the mentally retarded to
for themselves, and offers conclu-

based on new and different perspec-

$5.75

New from
CALIFORNIA

A Harvest of Russian
Children's Literature
Edited, with Introduction and

Commentary, by MIRIAM MORTON.

Foreword by RUTH HILL VIGUERS.

By far the most unusual children's book
of the year. Authors represented in this
first anthology in English of Russian lit-
erature for children include Chekhov,
Chukovsky, Gorky, Alexy and Leo Tol-
stoy, and Turgenev. The many selections
—verse, stories, folktales, fables, poems,
and excerpts from longer works—are ar-
ranged by age group (5 to 15 years) and
reading interest. Here is a substantial
sampling of what the Soviet child reads
today!
COMING IN JULY $10.00

The California
Oath Controversy
DAVID P.GARDNER

"A contribution of the first importance to
the educational history of the United
States. It is more than that. It is a meticu-
lous and impressively objective record of
a situation and series of events about
which there has been much excited but
largely uninformed comment. And even
more important, it focuses on the real is-
sues in such a way that every intelligent
reader is challenged to examine his own
position toward them.. .1 thought I knew
what was to be known about this contro-
versy but Gardner has brought out the key
issues in a new and illuminating way."

—Sidney Hook
COMING IN JULY $6.50

HARVEST OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE

Modern Brazilian
Short Stories
Translated by WILLIAM L. GROSSMAN

These 17 stories present a wide range of
Brazilian themes and styles. Settings vary
from the northeastern backlands to the
streets of Rio and Sao Paulo. A striking
irony tempers the underlying warmth of
these stories with a certain wryness. The
pervasive humanity that marks the work
of Brazil's best writers transcends the pro-
vincial; the reader understands the people
of these tales. $4.95

The Vermilion Bird
Tang Images of the South

EDWARD H. SCHAFER

An extraordinary essay on the contribu-
tions of the tropics to the knowledge of
the medieval Chinese, and the effects of
the region upon their senses, sensibilities
and imaginations. Written with sensitiv-
ity, vividness and humor, the book will
delight students of Chinese history as well
as readers with a taste for the exotic. A
sequel to The Golden Peaches of Samar-
kand. $11.00

Morley and India,
1906-1910
STANLEY WOLPERT

The "Morley Era" of Indian history was
a crucial period of transition. Mr. Wol-
pert's central theme, carried forcefully
throughout the entire text, is Morley's
struggle to liberalize the Indian govern-
ment against a host of strongly en-
trenched conservatives. $6.95
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distinctive

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
The new catalogue of famous
Metropolitan Museum cards—
Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael
and Titian, goldsmiths' work
in silver-gilt and translucent
enamel, medieval sculpture and
stained glass in precious colors,
Renaissance angels, Persian
miniatures, tapestries in wool

and silk, Victorian Christmas illustrations,
American primitives, prints by Diirer and
Rembrandt, and a festive variety of designs
from Japan, India, Spain and ancient Greece.
<£f The cards, printed in limited editions,
cost from 5 to 95 cents each, and can be
bought only by mail or at the Museum itself.
The catalogue — also illustrating Museum
jewelry and other unusual Christmas presents
—will be mailed about September first.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
255 Grade Station, New York 10028

Please send me the Museum's new catalogue
of Christmas cards, 2 J cents enclosed R 3

Your
kind

of I
ambassador?

Your $5 sends John F. Kennedy's
Profiles in Courage, and nine
other carefully chosen American
paperbacks, to underdeveloped,
book-hungry countries where
these books can do the most
good. Ed Murrow started BOOKS
USA "to help close the book gap."
President Johnson says: "I urge
all Americans to give BOOKS USA
their generous support." Answer
the President's appeal; send book
packets abroad in your name.
Send Food for Thought — Give to
BOOKS USA, Box 1960-A, Wash-
ington, O.C. 20013.

Make checks payable
to BOOKS USA.

Contributions are
tax-deductible. Space

donated by this
publication.\ DUUIV

V \ U R A

THE REPORTER'S NOTES

As We Said Before

Among its many afflictions, the
United Nations suffers from inade-
quate coverage by the press. During
its slow season, which is most of
the time, the U.N. is subject only
to the scrutiny of the extreme Right,
while everyone else looks on in
bored and uninformed expectation.
Nothing better illustrates this rou-
tine state of mind than the reaction
when a crisis occurs somewhere in
the world.

We have just been through an-
other of these awakenings of at-
tention in relation to the war in
the Middle East. It was distinctive
only in that the Secretary-General
and the Indian government pro-
voked some indignation this time
for behaving in a fashion entirely
consistent with their day-by-day
performance in the U.N.

The legislative work of art known
as the UAR-India-Yugoslavia sub-
stitute, which in fact incorporates
the Soviet position, is nothing new
at the U.N. These are the resolutions
which the Soviets can endorse with
a pious expression of support for the
"compromise" of the "non-aligned"
nations. Such gimmickry, along with
other forms of log-rolling, back-
scratching, and burial by commit-
tee, is highly reminiscent of prac-
tices of the U.S. Congress that
many critics find so infuriating. But
they are rarely noted, much less de-
plored. U.N. officials may under-
mine the organization's own small
strength and erode its principles and
its capacity to act. But by virtue
of their identification with the U.N.,
their actions are thought to be above
criticism.

ACASE in point is the still unsettled
affair of the financing and or-

ganization of the so-called "peace-
keeping operations." Simultaneously
with the development of the Middle-
Eastern crisis in mid-May, the Com-
mittee of Thirty-Three, which was

asked in 1965 to work out son
acceptable solution to the proble
that had deadlocked the Gener
Assembly, was reporting that as
1967 it had yet to reach a solutk
and wished the Assembly to rec
rect it to study the problem son
more. A lot of political by-play hi
gone into this maneuver, which ci
only be understood against the bac
ground of what had gone before

In 1964, the Russians, alor
with most of the Communist coui
tries and the French, were uphe.
by the Assembly in their refusal '
pay their debts for the Middle Ea
(UNEF) and/or Congo operation
The position which would ha\
obliged them to do so on pain of lo.
ing their Assembly vote had bee
originated by Dag HammarskjbTc
temporarily espoused by U Than
upheld by a vote of the Assembl;
and affirmed in an opinion of th
World Court. Nonetheless, as Sovk
hostility grew, the ranks of th
debt-collectors thinned, and thos
who held out were understood t
be "wrecking" the U.N. In 1964, th
United States finally began to bac
off too. The problem of the settk
ment of the old debt and of arrange
ments for future operations was the
dispatched to committee for stud
and recommendation. Toward th
end of summer in 1965, the As
sembly reached what it called
"three-part consensus": The attemp
to penalize the debtors would b
dropped, as would be the very no
tion that they were debtors. Th'
Assembly would proceed with it
work in normal fashion. And finally
"voluntary" contributions would b<
made to alleviate the organization'
financial troubles.

This last little bit of verbal hocus
pocus was a way of letting the Rus
sians and their fellow non-payer;
off the hook. Without the stigma o
the term "arrears" or the compromise
of principle inherent in the idea o
assessment, they would cheerfull)
play their part by making a volun
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